
JORDAN | RECLINERS

HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS



JORDAN SLEEP RECLINER



JORDAN 3 POSITION RECLINER



JORDAN BARIATRIC RECLINER



JORDAN INFUSION RECLINER





JORDAN MOTORIZED RECLINER



SWING AWAY TABLET
The tablet has the ability to slide 
up and fold over and rotates 180º. 
The break away design allows for 
the tablet to be pushed away from 
the patient quickly in case of an  
emergency.

FLIP UP TABLET
The tablet is located opposite side 
of the ottoman lever. It is available in 
Beech and Maple veneer, as well as 
plastic laminate with a PVC edge. 
It folds flat (protruding 3” from the 
side of the recliner when flat).

FOOTREST LEVER
The Footrest Lever is standard on 
Jordan Sleep Recliners. It extends 
and closes the built-in foot rest.

COMBINATION UPHOLSTERY
Combination upholstery is an option 
on all Jordan Sleep Recliners.

POWER CONTROL
Optional motorized recliner is  
available on Jordan Recliner and 
Jordan Sleep Recliner. The standard  
recliner features a single function 
control which operates the back 
and ottoman simultaneously. Sleep 
Recliners feature independent back 
and ottoman control.

CUSHIONED ARMREST
The Infusion arm was designed  
to maximize patient comfort during  
infusion treatments. The extra  
padded and wider arms provide  
comfort and support over long  
periods of time. Arms can be  
ordered in Krug standard healthcare 
rated gray vinyl or in coordinating 
patterns.

CENTRAL CASTER LOCKING
Allows for single action locking of 
all 4 casters at one time. Casters 
are locked both directionally and 
rotationally, keeping the recliner in 
place when locked. Color coded 
external foot pedal - Red for lock 
and Green for unlocked.

THERMAL COMFORT
Providing warmth to patients under  
going chemotherapy and other  
treatments can be vitally important.  
Thermal Comfort is operated with  
a hand-held controller located on  
the inside arm of the recliner. It  
provides two heat zones: one in  
the seat and one in the back. Back  
and seat zones can be controlled  
independently, at a    high or low  
heat setting. Thermal Comfort  
features a safety time-out that  
automatically shuts off heat after  
30 minutes of use. 

FOLEY HOOK
This recessed, retractable hook 
system provides a mounting system  
for catheter bags. It is spring- 
loaded to automatically retract 
when not in use, to eliminate any 
hazard.  

PUSH BAR
This is a standard feature on  
the Jordan recliner, ergonomically  
designed to assist caregiving staff  
in the movement and operation of 
the recliner, and reduce back strain 
on the caregiver.

IV POLE
The Jordan IV pole is height  
adjustable, and can be added in 
the field. It can be located in any of 
four locations (left or right, front or 
back) - if ordered with the recliner, 
the location must be specified at 
time of order.

OPTIONAL FEATURES

PATIENT TRANSFER ARM
The Patient Transfer Arm is  
designed to fold down where the  
arm is level with the chair seat.  
This design allows the caregiver to  
easily transport patients from the  
chair to bed. The arm is folded down  
by accessing the adjustment lever  
at the side of the chair. Please note,  
the Patient Transfer Arm cannot be  
located on the same side as  
IV Poles, and tablet option or the  
footrest lever.



REMOVABLE COVERS AND REPLACEMENT
COMPONENTS
Removable seat and back covers can be quickly 
installed on Jordan products that were originally  
ordered with the Removable Cover Option.  
Removable seat and back covers can also 
be installed on Jordan products that were not  
originally ordered with the Removable cover  
option, with some simple staple removal on the 
original seats and backs.

LEGHIGH DURABILITY MECHANISM 
Jordan Recliner mechanisms are designed  
for high-traffic, intensive use in care-giving  
environments. They are built with high-strength 
steel, and include Delrin™ wear pads between 
moving components for added smoothness  
and longevity.

CASTER
The standard caster is 4” in diameter, soft wheel,  
full swivel, with a lock that in a single action  
locks both the swivel and rotation of the caster.  
The Central Locking caster has the same  
features, with a hooded design.

CLEANING & INFECTION CONTROL
Specifically designed to ease the cleaning 
and disinfection of the recliner and the floor  
underneath. Upholstery covers can be made  
removable, and individual components are  
automatically removable, to enable thorough 
cleaning and disinfection.

STANDARD FEATURES

ENHANCED CUSHIONING
The Jordan Recliners have been upgraded with  
a softer seat, a more pronounced headrest, and  
contoured back shaping for improved support.  
These enhancements, along with the addition  
of dual-density foam, make these recliners the  
leader in patient comfort.

All products are air emissions certified and are available as FSC® certified
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